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Abstract 

Wc discuss quantization of fermions interacting with external fields and observe the occur
rence of equivalent as well as inequivalent -eprcsentations of the canonical anticommntation 
relations. Iinplementability of gauge and axial gauge transformations leads to generators which 
f-'lfill an algebra of charges with Schwinger term. This term <*an be written as a cocycle and 
jaads to the buson-fermion correspondence. 

Transport of a quantum mechanical .system along a closed loop of parameter space may 
yield a geometric phase. We discuss models for which nonintegrable phase factors are obtained 
from the adiabatic parallel transport. After second quantization one obtains, in addition, a 
Schwinger term. Depending on the type of transformation a subtle relationship between these 
two obstructions can occur. We indicate finally how we may transport density -natrices along 
closed loops in parameter space. 
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1 Introduction 
In the last few years a number of relationships between differential geometric methods and 
functional analytic treatments have been discussed. Two manifestations of this kind run under 
the names of Schwinger term and the geometric or Berry phase. The Schwinger term shows 
up if one studies the second quantization of fennions interacting with external fields. Due to 
normal ordering the current algebra will not yield a representation of the local cauge and axial 
gauge group. But we shall obtain only a ray representation. Thus a nontrivial coeycle shows 
up. Through the appearance of this cocycle it will be pcsible to identify an even subalgebra 
of the field algebra with the Heisenberg algebra which gives rise to the so-called Bose-Fermi 
correspondence. 

In order to present a general survey we shall treat first in chapter two the occurrence of 
central extensions and of group cocycles and Lie algebra cocycles in Quantum Theory. Chapter 
three is devoted to the second quantization of fermions interacting with external fields. We shall 
start with a short description of Fock space methods and the concept of quasi-free represen
tations. It is well known that inequivalent representations may occur if we are dealing with 
infinite number of degrees of freedom. Thus a. Bogoliubov automorphism of the field algebra 
need not be implementable in a representation. Currents can be well-defined in two-dimensional 
problems through normal ordering. This implies the occurrence of cocycles and only ray repre
sentations of the gauge and axial gauge group are obtained- In chapter four we give a number of 
simple solvable examples which illustrate the occurrence of such obstructions. For example, the 
asymptotic values of gauge transformations is restricted to certain multiples of ff by the con
dition that the Bogoliubov automorphism becomes implementable. With the help of quasi-free 
quantization of fermions we may also construct representations of certain infinite-dimensional 
Lie algebras such as the affine Kac-Moody algebras and the Virasoro algebra. In part 4.2 we 
discuss models where such representations occur. 

A second kind of obstruction runs under the names of geometric or Berry phase. Such phases 
were already shown to ~ ;cur by Fock in the twenties. We shall consider quantum mechanical 
problems with Hamiltonians which depend on parameters H(X). The time evolution is then 
given by if\ - H(\)f\, where X may depend oa time. We are used to deal with wave functions 
but know that expectation values depend only on rays. To a vector / out of the Hilbert space 
h we may assign a ray {e""f} which is an element of the projective Hilbert space V(h) over 
h. If we let /A depend on A we may consider a line bundle with parameter space equal to 
the base space and fibres equal to the rays {e , a /*}- We next imagine a motion along a closed 
loop in parameter space. The main question is how to lift a loop to the line bundle. We shall 
use the adiabatic approximation and obtain the Berry connection for the quantum mechanical 
problem. Afterwards we shall second quantize such problems. The n-particle and m-antiparticle 
states may pick up a geometric phase after transporting them along a closed loop in parameter 
space. Thus we may have tie occurrence of geometric phases and of the Schwinger term. Both 
obstructions may occur depending on the type of transformations. The subtle question which 
phase shows up under which transformation will be dealt with in part five. Finally we indicate 
how one may transport density matrices along closed curves in parameter space. 
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2 Central Extensions in Quantum Theory 

2.1 Wigner's Theorem 

Central extensions of groups and Lie algebras play an important role in quantum theory. This 
can be traced back to the fact that in the quantum description of some physical system 5, the 
possible states of S at any fixed time t are represented by rays [/] - rather than vectors / - in 
some separable Hilber space H, i.e. by equivalence classes of vectors which are equal up to a 
phase: 

[f} = {gen\g = ßf,ßeu(i)} (2.1) 
(U(l) — {e,a\a G R}). The reason for this is that the physically relevant quantities are the 
tra\sition amplitudes1 

( ( / i , / 2 ) ( / 2 , / i ) ) 1 / 2 = P ( / i , / 2 ) (2.2) 

between states of 5 represented by two normalized vectors / i , /b € Ti, and these are independent 
of the phases of f\ and f-t. 

Correspondingly, a symmetry of 5 is represented by a ray [U] of unitary operators - rather 
than a unitary operator - on H: 

[U] = {V unitary operator on H\V = ßU,ße S1}. (2.1) 

This is essentially Wigner's theorem [1] (we forget about symmetries represented by rays of 
antiunitary operators on H). 

2.2 Group Cojycles 

Let G be the symmetry group of the system S. Then every g EG can be represented by a ray 
[11(g)] of unitary operators on "H, and the group multiplication * is 2 

[Ufa)) * [Ufa)] = [Ufa)Ufa)) = [Ufag2)) V f t l f c 6 G. (2.4) 

We may choose for each g € G a unitary operator U(g) as representative of [l r(y)]. Then it 
follows from (2.4) that 

U(gi)U(g2) = x(gi,92)U(gl92) VgutatG (2.5) 

with x some {/(l)-valued function on G X G. From the associativity of tl.„' operator product it 
follows that the function x m u s t satisfy 

X(9i,92)xfa92,9z) = xfa,9293)xfa,93) Vgi,9i,93 G G. (2.6) 

The choice of the representative U(g) for the ray [U(g)] is arbitrary. We may make a different 
- physically equivalent - choice U(g) for each g £ G related to the other choice by 

U(g) = ß(g)U(g) V j e G (2.7) 

'(-, •) denote» the scalar product in H. 
JWe use the notation yijj for the group product of ji and g2 in G\ f/(</i)l/(jj) denotes the operator product. 
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with ß some f/(l)-valued function on G. Then we get a relation similar to (5) with (7's replaced 
by f/'s and \ by \, 

X(9i,92) ~ 6ß{9i,92)x(9i'92) (2-8) 

wh€fG 

mgu92^-ßi9mT ( 2 - 9 ) 

for all gi,g2 G G. Note hat for any function 3 : G -* U(l), the function Sß : C xG --» J7(l) 
trivially satisfies the relation (2.6); J-.ence \ (2.8) satisfies it if and only if \ Hoes. 

In the mathematical terminology, (2.6) is a cocycle relation, a function \ : G X G -+ (7(1) 
satisfying it is a 2-cocycle, a 2-cocycle of the form Sß with ß some function G ~* U{\) is a 
2-coboundary, and a 2-cocycle is called non-trivial if it is no 2-coboundary [2]. 

A mapping G 3 g *-* U(g) with relations (2.5), x a 2-cocycle of G, is called a projective 
representation of the group G. Equivalently, it can be regarded as representation of a central 
extension of G' - G X 17(1) of G with centre {7(1): G' 3 {g. /J), g 6 G, ß 6 17(1), is a group with 
group multiplication 

(Sl,0l)(jfe,&) = (jhS2iA02X(9l.»2))t 

and by (<7,/?) >~> ßU(g) a representation of G' on K is defined. G' is a principal fibre bundle over 
G with fibres U(\); \ is a true "quantum obstruction" (i.e. cannot be removed by changing the 
phase convention for the U(gYs) if and only if this bundle is non-trivial, which is the case if and 
only if x is a non-trivial 2-cocycle of the group G. The different "quantum representations" of 
a group are thus in one-to-one correspondence with equivalence classes [\] of 2-cocycles of G 
which are equal up to 2-coboundaries; such a [x] is called a 2-cohomology class of G, and the set 
HgT(G; £7(1)) of all 2-cohomology classes of G is an Abelian group (with group multiplication 
[Xi][X2] = [X1X2]). 

(XiX2)(<7i,02)= X\{gu92)\7{9\,9i) Vgi,92 € G 

called the 2-cohomology group of the group G [2]. 

2.3 Lie Algebra Cocycles 

The discussion above can be easily transposed from the group- to the Lie algebra level. 
Let G above be a Lie group with a real Lie algebra g with Lie bracket \\-,-\, [•,•] th e 

commutator, such that for X £ g, e,tX € G for real t sufficiently close to zero. Choosing the 
representatives U(g) of [U(g)], g € G', in a smooth (C 0 0-) way, we can assume the function 
X : g x g ~* (7(1) above as smooth. We assume that 

T^= lit u^txA=o < 2 - 1 0 > 
exists in the strong sense on some dense subset V of the Hilbert space % and is essentially 
self-adjoint on V for all X E g. Moreover, V is a common, dense, invariant domain for all r(X), 
X 6 G, hence the commutator [r{X),r{Y)\ is well-defined on V for all X,Y 6 G and can be 
evaluated as follows: 

lr(X),r(Y)}=\±\±U(ritX)U(e'>Y)U(c~>tX)U(e-i'Y)\ (2.1V, 
1 at 1 as <s=.t=o 
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From (2.5) we deduce 

U{gx W(g2)U(g^)U(g^) = r)(9l, giWising^g?) (2-12) 

with 
ibtiito) = X(ft,ft)x(ffr ,.ft i)x(ffift»ft"15i"1)» ( 2 - 1 3 ) 

hence 
[r(X), r(Y)\ = r([X, Y\) + S(X,Y) (2.14) 

wncrc 

WO-757= ' («" •^ t - - ( 2 1 5 ) 

Obviously, the mapping S : g X g ~* C is linear in the first and the second argument, and from 
the antisymmetry and the Jacobi identity fulfilled by the commutator we deduce the following 
relations: 

S(X, Y)=- S(Y,X), S(X, [Y, Z}) = S([X, Y), Z) + S(Y, [X, Z}) (2.16) 

for all X,Y,Z e g. As }[r(X), r(Y)] is essentially self-adjoint on V, S{X, Y) is purely imaginary 
{orallX,Yeg. 

Changing 
U(g) ~ ß(g)U(g) (2.17) 

with ß some smooth function g —» 1/(1) results in 

r(X)~r{X) + b(X), S{X,Y)>-+S(X,Y)-6b{X,Y) (2.18) 

with 

w=hß^X)L (2-19) 

some linear, realvalued function on g and 
6b(X,Y) = b([X,Y}) 

satisfying the relations (2.16) trivially. As discussed above, such a transformation is irrelevant 
from a physical point of view. 

Similar as above for groups, here we deal with Lie algebra cohomology: (2.16) is a cocycle 
relation, any function 5 : J X J - » R linear in both arguments and satisfying it is a 2-cocycle, 
a 2-cocycle 6b with 6 some linear function g -* R is a 2-coboundary of the Lie algebra g, and a 
2-cocycle 5 is non-trivial if it is no 2-coboundary [2]. A mapping g 3 X >-> r(X) with relations 
(2.14), S a 2-cocycle of g, is a projective reprecentation of the Lie group g, and one can regaH 
it as representation of a central extension g' = g © R of g with cei.tre R : g "• X © a, X 6 g, 
a € R, is a Lie algebra with Lie bracket i[-, •], 

[X®a,Y®b] = [X,Y]®S{X,Y), 

and by X&a *-* r(X)-ral a representation of g' on H is defined. Essentially different projective 
representations of the Lie algebra g can be classified by 2-cohomolrjy classes [S] of g, i.e. 
equivalence classes of 2-cocycles equal up to 2-coboundaries, and the Abelian group (under 
addition) H^(g; R) of all such [S] is the 2-cobomology group of the Lie algebra g [2]. 
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3 Quantization of Fermions in External Fields 

3 . ! Field Algebras and Fock Spaces 

In the spirit of the algebraic approach to quantum field theory [3], we may start with the C-
algebra of local, bounded observables. In practice, it is easier to introduce a larger '-algebra, 
the so-called field algebra, of which the observable algebra is a subalgebra. 

We want to model a system of identical fermions, each of which is described by the same 
one-particle formalism with a separable Hubert space h and observables resp. symmetry trans
formations corresponding to self-adjoint resp. unitary operators on h. Especially, the Hamilto-
nian H generating the time evolution on the one-particle level is given by a self-adjoint operator 
on h. 

Then the field algebra is the CAR-algebra A(h) overh which is the *-algebra with involution 
f, generated by operators a^(f), / £ h, such that the mapping / *-* a*(/) is linear and the 
following canonical anti-commutator relations (CAR) are fulfilled: 

{a(fU(g)} = {f,g) 
(3.1) 

{*(/),a(g)} = 0 Vf,9£h 

(a(f) = [at(f)Y; (-, •) denotes the scalar product in h, and {•,•} is the anti-commutator). 
The natural Hilbert space for our many particle system is the fermion Fock space F{h) -

(B%Loh^ o v e r hi where M°) = C, M 1 ' = h and Mn> denotes the n-fold antisymmetric tensor 
product of h [4]. 

The basic, so-called Fock-Cook representation fli of A(h) on T{h) is given by annihilation 
(creation) operators a^\f) = U\(a^(f)) satisfying 

ä(/)n = 0 V / 6 Ä (3.2) 

and a(f) = [«*(/)]* (* denotes the Hilbert space adjoint), i.e. the operators a(f) annihilate the 
vacuum Q = (1,0,0,...) 6 f(h). Then hSn\ n 6 N, is the closure of the linear hull of monomials 

h A h A . . . A /„ = ä\U)tf(f2) •. -ä\fn)Ü (3.3) 

with / i , /2, . . , /„ € h and it can be interpreted as n-particle subspace. 
One-particle symmetry transformations and observables can be lifted to the second quan

tized level: For U an unitary operator on h, ihe corresponding many-particle transformation 
is given by the unitary operator Y(U) on f(h) which is uniquely defined by its action on 
monomials: 

f(U)n = n, f(U)ftA...Afn = ufiA...AUfn, (3.4) 

hence 
f(V)äW(f)i(Ur = a^(Uf) V /e f t . (3.5) 

Obviously, the mapping U •-• T(U) is linear and 

t(U)t(V) = t(UV), t(Uy = f(CT), (3.6) 

i.e. f provides a unitary *-representation of the group of unitary operators on h. 
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The second quantization dt (A) of a self-adjoint operator A on h can be defined via Stone's 
theorem [5] as generator of the strongly continuous one-parameter group of unitary operators 
r ( e , M ) . i.e. it is the self-adjoint operator on ?{h) satisfying 

f ( e ' M ) = eitdtW t € R. (3.7) 

Then 
n 

df(A)fi = 0 and dt(A)h A . . . A/„ = £ / i A ...A Afi A . . . A/„ (3.8) 
t=i 

for a!1 / i , . . . , /« in the domain of A. 
Especially, the multiparticle Hamiltonian is dV(H) which generates the time evolution 

T(e~,tft) in Fook space. Obviously, eq. (3.8) makes sense and defines a unique operator dt(A) 
for any bounded (not necessarily self-adjoint) operator A on h, and one can easily show that 
the mapping A •-• dY(A) is linear, and 

[dt{A),dt{B)}^di{[A,B}) (3.9) 

df{A)' = dt(A') (3.10) 

([•, •] denotes the commutator), in other words, dt provides a unitary ^representation of the 
Lie algebr?. B(h) on T{h). 

The operator dt{\) = N is called the particle number operator as Nip = nip for all ^ 6 hW 
(/*(") is the n-particle subspace of ^(h) introduced above). Furthermore, we introduce the 
projection operators Pi, I <E No, on T(h) onto the subspace of vectors with particle number 
less or equal to i, viz. 

N = f^t{Pl-Pi.l). (3.11) 

Technicalities 

- The fermion field algebra A(h) can be equipped with a norm making it to a C*-algebra, 
and one can easily show that 

R / ) l i = ll/ll Vfc€fc (3.12) 

(we use the same symbol || • j| for the operator norm and the norm in h). In fact, the for
malism for the quantization of fermions in external fields can be developed more elegantly 
by means of C*-algebra techniques (see e.g. [6]). However, we do not make use of these in 
this paper as we want to treat bosons and fermions along the same lines, and the boson 
field operators are unbounded. 

- It is not difficult to convince oneself that dt(A) is unbounded for A bounded on h. 
However, it is unbounded in quite a "harmless" way: One can show that dT(A)Pi — 
P(dT(A)P( and 

\\dT(A)Pt\\ < 2e\\A\\ (3.13) 

for all I € N which shows that the set Z?°°(A )̂ (cf. (A.l)) is a common, dense, invariant 
domain for all <fr(>4), A G B(h). More precisely, the operators dt(A), A G B(h), generate 
a *-suba.lgebra of the Op*-algebra 0"(A') (cf. Appendix A). 
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3.2 Quasi-Free Representations 

3.2.1 Motivation 

It is well-known that the one-particle formalism for (relativistic) fermions is not satisfactory 
from a physical point of view as the corresponding one-particle Hamiltonian H is not bounded 
from below, hence there is no ground state (= state of lowest energy) for the system. (For 
example, fermions on compact space are described by an Hamiltonian of the form 

oo 

# = E *»MA»,-) (3-14) 
n=—oo 

with A„ the energy eigenstates with energy £ n tending to -oo for n -• -oo.) For the same reason, 
the many-particle formalism discussed above has to be rejected: the many-particle Hamiltonian 
df(H) is also not bounded from below. (E.g. for H (3.14), the many particle vector 

?7JV = A_i A ft_2 A . . . A h_jv, N € N 

is an <fT(//)-eigenvector to the eigenvalue £^=i £-n which tends to -oo for N —• oo.) 
The basic idea to construct a physically acceptable many-particle formalism is due to Dirac: 

in the physical ground state (= "Dirac sea r) all negative-energy states are occupied; then 
occupied positive-energy states and unoccupied negative-energy states correspond to particles 
("electrons") and anti-particles ("positrons"), and all these states have positive energy. In our 
algebraic framework, this amounts to studying certain non-trivial representations of the field 
algebra. 

3.2.2 "Filling Up the Dirac Sea" 

The one-particle Hamiltonian H provides a polarization h = A+® fc_ of the one-particle Hubert 
space, i.e. a decomposition of A in the mutually orthogonal subspaces A± of positive/negative 
energy states where A± = P±fi, P± = \(l ± F), and F = sign (H) [sign (x) - 1 (-1) for x > 0 
(x < 0)] is a grading operator (i.e., F = F* = F'1). Thinking of the vacuum ft in the Fock 
space ^F(h) as "filled Dirac sea", one has to find a representation Up of the CAR-algebra A(h) 
with 3<t)(/) - H F(aW(/)) such that 

3 ( / + )ß = 2t(/_)ß = 0 V/±€A±, 

and one can easily check that such a representation is given by 

a(f) = a(f;F) = ä(P+f) + oHPZJ) V / e A (3.15) 

(the bar denotes complex conjugation in A_ = P-h) and 

2 t ( / ) = 3 ( / r V / e A . (3.16) 

Time evolution in this representation is given by 

a(f) ~ a(e~'tHf) {t Q R), (3.17) 

and it is easy to see that it is generated by the multi-particle Hamiltonian 

df(H) = df(/*+//P+) - dlXP-HP.), (3.18) 
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i.e., 
a\e-iifif) = eM?("W(f)e-itd?<"> V/ G A, 

and that df(H) is non-negative. (E.g. for H (3.14) one obtains df{H) — I^L..«, sign en • en • 
at(Än)ä(Ä„) > 0.) 

11^ is called quasi-free representation, and it obviously can be constructed for any gracing 
operator F on h. However, the required positivity of the multi-particle Hamiltonian forces one to 
use the quasi-free representation I I , ^ / / ) , and it is satisfactory that this "right" representation 
of the field algebra is determined uniquely (up to unitary equivalence - see below) by this 
physical requirement. 

3.2.3 Unitary Equivalence 

Two quasi-free representations Ilf and Tle are called unitarily equivalent if there is a unitary 
operator U(F,t) on T(h) such that 

U{F,e)a«\f;e) = aM(f;F)U(F,e) V / e / » (3.19) 

( 2 ^ ( / ; F) = Hp(aW(f) and similarly for e). The necessary and sufficient condition for this to 
be the case is the well-known Hilbert-Schmidt criterium (see e.g. [7]) 

11*+^ lb < oo, \\P-Flh <oo (3.20) 

(|| • |J2 is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm) with P± - i ( l ± F) and P£ = | (1 ± e) confirming the 
naive expectation that the particle-anti-particle pictures corresponding to e and F should not 
be "too different" (cf. (15)). 

Remark: Unitary (in-) equivalence allows for a simple understanding of the divergences that 
plague quantum field theory in the context of external field probkms: Suppose we are given two 
one-particle Hamiltonians Ho and H (corresponding e.g. to two different external fields) and 
we would try to evaluate the time evolution determined by H in the quasi-free representation 
Ue, e = sign (Ho), corresponding to HQ. If n e and llf, F = sign (H), are unitarily equivalent, 
the multi-particle Hamiltonian 

aT(H; e) = U(e; F)df{H\ F)U(e; F)' (3.21) 

implementing the time evolution of H in Ue exists, and no problems would arise However, if 
n £ and Up are not unitarily equivalent, df(H\e) (3.21) does not exist, and one would run into 
divergences, and finite results could be obtained only by means of some renormalization. 

3.3 Bogoliubov Transformations 

3.3.1 Definition and General Properties 

For U an unitary operator on k, the transformation 

aW(f) - aM(Vf) s n,(o«»(/)) V/gfc (3-22) 

defines an automorphism of the CAR-algebra leaving the CAR (3.1) invariant; such a ry is 
called Bogoliubov transformation. 

file:////P-Flh
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It is called unitarily implementable in the quasi-free representation Ilf if there is an uutary 
operator f(U) = Y(U; F) on F(/i) such that 

a\Vf) = f{U)a\f)f(ü)'' V / 6 Ä (3.23) 

(a(/) = a(f;F); cf. (3.15)). From (3.15) and (3.5) we deduce 

a^(Uf;F) = t(U)'a^\f-UmFU)f(U) V /e f c , (3.24) 

hence TJJ is unitarily implemtntable in Up if and only if lip and H I / T U are unitarily equivalent 
(note that U'FU is a grading operator!), and (3.20) gives the necessary and sufficient condition 
(cf. also [8]): 

\\P+UP.\\2 < oo, [|PLt/P + | | 2 < oo (3-25) 

with P± = j(l±F) (note that \\P±U*P^U\\2 = \\PfUP±\\i). We denote the group of all unitary 
operators on h obeying this condition as G2(h; F). As the implementcr T(U) is determined by 
(3.23) only up to a phase factor, we can conclude 

l(U"V(V) = X(U,V)f(UV) (3.26) 

for all U, V € G2(h; F), with \ some phase factor obeying the cocycle relation (2.6) due to the 
associativity of the operator product, that is to say, \ is a 1-cocycle of the group G£h; F), and 
F provides a representation of some central extension of this group. Changing the phase of the 
implementers amounts to changing x by a 1-cobounda.ry (cf. Sect. 2). 

The 1-cocycle x l s clearly F-dependent. Interestingly, the group Gih\F) and the 2-
cohomology class [x] of x is F-independent for any equivalence class of F's corresponding 
to unitary equivalent representations: Let £ be some fixed grading oprator on h and Gr^h;e)p 
the set of all grading oprators F on h such that Up and IIe are unitarily equivalent. Given the 
implementers T{U;e) for U e G2(h;e), it follows from (3.19) that 

f(U;F) = U(F,e)f(U;e)UlF,ey (3.27) 

for F e Gr2(h;e) exists and is an implementer of »he Bogoliubov transformation Ty'm Up, i.e., 
it differs from another implementer T(U;F) at most by some phase factor. Hence G2(h;F) = 
G2{h\i) for all F € Gr 2(/i; £), and 

f([/; F)f (V; F) - X(U, V; e)f(UV; F) (3.28) 

for all U, V € Gr2(h; F) with an F-independent 1-cocycle \. For the explicit form of the imple
mented we refer to Ref. [8]. 

3.3.2 Charge Sectors 

From unitarity and eq. (3.25) one can deduce that P±U^P± are Fredholm operators on P±h 
for every U € G2{h; F), i.e. that the dimensions of the kernels of P±U^P±, 

n±{U{,)) = dimker(P±[/ (*>P±) (3.25,) 

all are finite [9]. As 
n±{U) = n^V), 
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the Fredholm indices of P±UP± are given by 

i(P+UP+) = n+(U) - n.(U) = -i(P-UP-) (3.30) 

and obey 
i(P±l P±) = ~i(P±VP±). (3.31) 

There is a nice physical interpretation of this Fredholm indices: The charge number operator for 
the representation Up is 

Q = dt(F). (3.32) 

This follows from the fact that any monomial 

a f ( /0 • • .*V«ra\gx) • • .«*(*,)« = s^/i) • • .a f(/»)a(si). - .s( j m )n 

(cf. (3.15)) with / i , . . . / n € JP+Ä, j i , . . . , j m £ P-ft, n,m € NO, representing a state with n 
particles and m anti-particles, is an eigenvector of Q to the eigenvalue q - {n—m) corresponding 
to the charge number of this state. Under t'.ie action of Q, F(h) splits up into a direct sum of 
charge sectors, 

^ ) = 0 ^ ( A ) (3.33) 

(i.e., T) £ fq(h) O Qn = qr)). It is easily seen that any implementer Y(U; F) — T(U), 
U £ G2(h;F), mi t map Tq{h) onto ^",+f,*m(A), where n(IA) g Z is uniquely determined 
by U [10]: Indeed, th« operators e '^f (U) and T(U)eitQ,t £ R, both implement the Bogcliubov 
transformation fi/(j), U(t) = el<{7 = l/e' 1, hence 

eitQT(U) = e^Wf (tf)«*'0 (3.34) 

for some tp(t) £ R. Using the group property of e , : ^ and e , 2 i r <? = 1, it follows that ip(t) = n(U)-t 
with n(t^) G Z, which proves the assertion. Similarly, it follows that 

n(VV) = n(U)-rn(V) (3.35) 

for all U,V £ G2(h;F), i.e. the mapping n : Gi{h;F) -+ Z, U >-+ n(U) is a group homomor-
phism. Now 

n(U) = i(P+UP+). (3.36) 

This follows from the explicit form of the implemented given by Klaus and Scharf [11] and 
Ruijsenaars [8]. For simplicity reasons we give onlyf(l/) applied to the vacuum ft: 

T(V)Ü = N-^p{A^^)a\f1)..ra\f^{U))ä\gl)...a\gn_{V))ü (3.37) 

with JV some normalization constant, n±(U) (3.29), {/„}"ii * and {g^z}^ some orthonormal 
bases in kei(P+UP+) and kei(P-UP-), respecti/ely, A = ~(P+VP+)-

lP+UP~. where ( , . . ) _ 1 

denotes the inverse on the orthogonal complement of ker(/+t7P +) \n P +/i, and /4+_aT&t = 
££%=o(/n> A+-9m)&Hfn)aHgm) with {/„}£L, and {.?m}~=i some orthonormal bases in P+h 
and P-h. This vector obviously belongs to the charge sector /"7(/i) with q ~ n+(U) - n_( r/) = 
n ( t / ) = i ( P + f / P + ) . 
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It follows from (3.35) that we can reach any charge sector ^{h) from the "vacuum sector" 
jF0(/i) by applying f (I')« where U G G2(h; F) is such that i(P+UP+) = 1. Furthermore, we 
note the important fact that 

i ( P + e ' M P + ) = 0 (3.38) 

for any self-adjoint operator A on h such that eitA € Gi(h; F) for all / G R. This follows from 
a simple continuity argument. 

With the norm | | | - | | | 2 , 

i||f/|!j2 = \\P+VF+\\ +• j|P_tf P-|| + ||/%l/TP-||2 + ||P-^P+||7, (3-39) 

(?2(A; F) becomes a normed algebra, and one can show that two operators UQ, U\ G G2(h\ F) 
can be connected by a curve 3 >-• Us (0 < s < 1) continuous in J|| -||J2 if and only if i(P+UoP+) = 
i(P+UiP+)[12]. 

3.4 Current Algebras and Schwinger Terms 

3.4.1 Currents as Generators of Symmetry Transformations 

Let A be a bounded and self-adjoint operator on h such that P±AP^ are Hilbert-Schmicu 
operators. Then 

\\p±jtAp*\\<\t\JtmmAPi\\2, 

hence the unitary operators eiiA give rise to Bogpliubov transformations which are unitarily 
implementable in lip for all ( £ R . We denote the set of all such operators A as gi{h, F). It is 
a normed algebra with norm ||j • (jj? (3.39). As ^(A; F) is obviously the Lie algebra of some Lie 
subgroup of G2(h; F) with |[-, •], [-, •] the commutator, as Lie bracket, we can define 

dt(A) = df{A; F)=\~ r(ettA)\t=o (3.40) 

(the derivative on the r.h.s. can be shown to exist in the strong sense [131). We shall refer to 
dT(A) as current (some authors call it charge). The commutator of two currents is given by 

[df(A),df{B)\ = l±\±l(^)f(eitB)f(c-itA) T(e'"B)\ 
i at i as i<=s=o 

and it follows from (3.26) that 

[df(A),df(£)) = dl\[A, B}) + S{A,B) (3.41) 

with a 1-cocyclo S of the Lie algebra g^h; F) given by 

S(A,B)= ~ ™ x ( e i M , f " ö ) x ( e ~ i M , e " i ' B ) x ( f i " l c » , B , e - i M e - ' , B ) | . (3.42) 
t as i at I«=J--O 

An algebra generated by currents with commutator relations (3.41) is uy.ially called current 
algebra by physicists, and the C-number S(A, B) is the Schtvinger term. 

In order to evaluate S(A, B) (3.42), we must know the 1-cocycle x (cf- (326)) oi the Lie group 
Gi{h\ F) in some dense, open subset f/2 of its identity component. Such a subset U2 >•> given by 
all U G G2(h;F) such that P±UP± have bounded inverses on P±h (i.e., n+(U) = «-(t/) = 0). 
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Choosiug the phases for the implementers such that (ft,f (^)fl) > 0 ({•, •) is the scalar product 
in f(h)) and using the explicit foim of the implementers f(U) (cf. e.g. [8]), one can show that 
for *l\U,V,UVeU2 

X { ' ' ~ XK ' ' ' ' ~ \ det(P-UP-[P-VVP-}-iP-VP.) ) 

= / det(P. - [P-UP.}-lP-U °+VP-[P-VP I"1) \ , , 4 3 ^ 
[de^P.-lP-VP^P-V-P^U-P-lP-VP-]-*)) { ' ' 

{{• • -1 _ 1 (inverse) and det(...) determinant are understood as operations in P_/i) which is obvi
ously finite for all U, V G Gj{h; F) (we remind the reader that det(A) exists whenever (A - P_) 
is trace class in P_/i). 

Using this and (3.42), a simple calculation gives 

S(A,B) = S{A,B;F)=tT (P-AP+BP- - P+AP.BP+) = ^ tr (F[F, A}[F,B}) (3.44) 

(tr (•) is the trace in h) which is obviously finite lor all A, B £ $(/»; F). This is the Kac-Peterson 
cocyck [14]. 

Remark* 

(i) One can prove that the cocycle x (3.43) is non-trivial for U, V e U2 [14]. However, it is 
easy to show that it is trivial for all U, V in some dense subset U of U$ Let V\ be the set 
of all U € U2 such that (P_t/P_ - P_) is trace-class in P-h. Then det(P_(/P_) exists for 
all U € Uu and 

x{U,V) = 6ß(U,V)=&^l (3.45) 

with 

Hence we can get rid of this cocycle by changing the phases of the implementers: 

X'(U)~T(U) = ß{U)-1T(U). 

This is not possible for U, V e Ui as ß(U) (3.46) diverges (does not exist in general' for 
U€U2. 

Similarly - on the Lie algebra level - S (3.44) can be shown to be a trivial cocycle of the 
Lie subaJgebra g\(h\ F) of C7.{h\F) containing all operators A with P^AP^ trace-class: 
Then for all A, B £ g0(h; F), 

S{A,B) = IT (P4A,B]P.) = 6b(A,B) (3.47) 

with b(A) - tr (P_,4P_), hence by changing the currents 

df(A) 1-» dt(A) = df(A) + b(A) 

we get rid of this cocycle. For A G 92(h;F), h(A) does no', exist, in general, and indeed 
one can prove that S (3.44) is a non-trivial cocycle of the Lie algebra g^h; F) [14]. 
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ii) For u p unitarily equivalent to II, - i.e. eq. (3.20) is fulflled with P± = \{\ ± F) and 
P± = \(1 ±c) -, the operator P° - P.. is trace-class and the determinant 

det([P_tfi»_]- 1[J*0/*]) = det(P. + [P-VP-)-x{{Pi - P-)V?L + P.U{Pl - P.)}) 

is defined. 
Hence the function 

ß(h) - ß(U, F) - ^ Mi[P-UP-]-*I»Ul») ) ( 3 , 4 8 ) 

exists, and it gives rise to a coboundary transforming tl.<* cocycle x (3.43) to its F-
independent form: 

X(U, V; F) - x(U, V; F)Sß(U, V; F) = X(U, V; e). (3.49) 

Hence by changing the phases of the implementeTS 

f(U) = f(U;F)^f(U;F) = ß(:-F)f{U;F) 

we obtain the relations (3.28) with the F-independent cocycle (cf. the discussion there). 
Similarly on the Lie algebra level, we have 

S(A, B; F) + b{[A, B\- F) = S(A, B; e) (3.50) 

with 
b(A;F) = tr[A(P°_-P-)}, (3.51) 

hence by changing the currents 

df (A) = df{A; F) ~ df(A; F) = iff (A; F) - b(A; F) (3.52) 

we obtain a current algebra 

[dt(A; F), df(B; F)} = df([A, B}; F) + S(A, B; e) (3.53) 

with an F independent Schwinger term. 

3.4.2 Complexification 

The complexincation $(/i; F) of ^(fy F) is the complex Lie algebra of all (not only self-adjoint) 
bounded operators A on h obeying 

||P+/lP-||i < oo, IIF-^P+lb < oo- (3.54) 

With 
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the definition of the currents can be extended from g^h; F) to «^(h; ?)•> a n ( * o n e c a n e a s»ly see 
that the relation (3.41) remain true for ül A,B 6 g^i^F) with the Schwinger term S(A,B) 
(3.44). Moreover, one can prove the following relations 

df{A)' - df(A') (3.56) 

and 
[df(A),at(/)] = o*(A/) V / e / » (3.57) 

fo ra l l / l 6^ ( / i ;F ) . 
We remark that due to this, dT can be thought of as ^representation of a central extension 

gZ(h;F)' = g$(h;F)®C of g$(h;F) with C as center (cf. Sect. 2). 

3.4.3 Technicalities 

So f,j o did not care about questions of domains of definitions of the currents dT(A), 
A € ^(ft; F) and the relations given above; such questions are important as the currents are 
obviously unbounded. However, one can prove dT(A)P( = Pt+2df(A)Pt and 

||df(i4)/» / | |<2(£+2)||!4||| 2 V / 6 N (3.58) 

{Pt cf. (3.11); HI -lib cf. (3.39)) [10] showing that the operators df(A\ A 6 gfth; F) are all in the 
•-algebra 0"{N) and D°°(N) is a common, dense invariant domain for all these operators (N 
is the particle number operator introduced in subsect. 1; cf. Appendix A) and that the mapping 
A »-+ df(A) is continuous. 

We finally .wark that for A trace-class and of the form 

oo 

^=E A «/«(5n,0 (3.59) 

with {/n}£^i and {ffn}^i orthonormal systems in h and A„ complex numbers, one can define 
the current df(A) directly in terms of field operators oW(-): 

oo 

df(A) = : dt(A):, dl\A) = £ Xn^(fn)a(g„) (3.60) 
n=l 

where : dt(A) : - df{A) - (il,dl(A)tt) denotes normal ordering as usual. For A trace-class, 
dt(A)\s bounded and (£l,dV(A)tt) - tr (P-A) is finite, and one can directly prove the estimate 
(3.58) showing that the mapping A >-* dT{A) can be continuously extended to g\(h: F). However, 
for general A E g\{k; F), tr (P - A) diverges and the normal ordering : : in (3.60) amounts to 
an "infinite charge renormalization". 

4 Models 

4.1 Some Solvable Simple Examples 

For the models, which we shall treat, we either start from the one-particle Hilbert space H = 
L2(R,dz) or we restrict, to a finite interval. In the first case the interaction will be given by 
soliton or kink-likc potentials or by "point" interactions; for the second case we shall treat all 
possible boundary conditions. 
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Example 1: The kink potential V(x) = tanhx leads to a solvable Dirac equation on H 

H = ap + /Jtanhx = ( Jt Q ) ' A ^ = £ ^ ' ^ " £ ^ ' ( 4 1 ) 

Cross multiplication of (4.1) leads to two "almost" isospectral Schrödinger operators 

AAHx = { ~ + l)^i - EHu tfAik = { ~ + 1 - ^ 2 ^ ) ^ = £ 2lfc, (4.2) 

and i>\ solves a free equation while V>2 is obtained from (4.1) 

( 1 \ ikx 

-ik + tanh x -j=, E\ = k2 + 1 . (4.3) 

— ± F k t ^ 
We note that the kink potential is reflectionless. V(x - ct) gives the one-suliton solution of the 
modified Kcrteweg-de Vnes equation. The spectrum of the Dirac operator is left invariant under 
the mKdV-flow. In our case the spectrum consists of continua from (-oo, -1] and [l,oo) and a 
zero energy bound state. 

Starting either from the free Dirac operator to mass m or from the kir»k potential m tanh x 
allows us to show 
Theorem 1: We define two classes of potentials; the first one with trivial asymptotics such 
that \m — v\(x)\ £ Lv for some 1 < p < 2, the second one with kink asymptotics such that 
|mtanhi - ua(x)| € Lp for 1 < p < 2. Representations of the CAR from potentials out of each 
class turn out to be equivalent. All potentials out of the first class compared to those of the 
second class lead to inequivalent representations. 

For the proofs we represented the projection operators through resolvents and estimated the 
resulting expressions [15]. 

The next question concerns the implementability of local gauge and axial gauge transfor
mations. For Example 1 we obtain: 

Theorem 2: We define the representation V^ = exp(iA(z) -f »75As(i)) with A, As G C°° and 
A',As t CQ° of U(\)iocxU(l)ioc- The second quantized operato: T(VX) exists iff As^oo) — N±ir 
with N± e N. 

Since the kernels of P± are explicitly known, the proof follows from somewhat tedious 
estimates. The assumptions on. A, A5 can be weakened. 

We note that there is no restriction on the asymptotic values of \(x) showing up. The 
asymptotically allowed values of fo(x) correspond to symmetries for global transformations. 
This model gives an example of a system which "determines certain quantum numbers by 
themselve8n[16]. 

These integers are connected to charge differences of the two vacua. For chiral transforma
tions we expect the Fredholm index of the Bogoliubov transformation to be equal to the winding 
number of the gauge function. This is known to be true for the massless as well as the massive 
Dirac operator without external potentials but it holds also for models two and three: 
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Example 2: We tike the "free" Dirac operator H -- -iad/dx on a finite interval, but treat 
all allowed boundary conditions. The Hilbert space :.s now taken to be L\[Q,l],di)<$C2. H 
defined on the domain of Co°([0,1])® C 2 functions has defect indices (2,2). Therefore all self-
adjoint extensions of H are parametrized by 2 x 2 unitary matrices U. We obtain therefore 
a four parameter family of Dirac operators Hu- A simple transformation 0<fa(x) = 4>\{x), 
04n{x) — <fa(l ~ I ) transforms Hu into OHyO - hu where 

hv<K'x) = 7^#*)> *0) = Um- (4.4) 

Solutions to (4.4) can be expressed in terms of eigenvalues ft\, fij a n d eigenvectors f\, f% of the 
matrix U: 

K(z) = ei**fi, Ai = 2»n + /i', VJ, = e*' fv (4.5) 

with j = 1,2 and n G N. The spectrum of Hu consists of two points within the interval [0,2TT) 

and is periodic. We distinguish three cases whether 

Q) U couples spinor components, 

ß) spinors are coupled only at the end of the interval to each other or 

7) mixed boundary conditions occur. 

Both questions answered for the external field problem of Example 1 have been answered 
also for the second case. 

Theorem 3: Representations of the CAR obtained from operators Hy1 and llyJ are equivalent 
iff I . = [/2. 

The chiral transformation 

v* = ( ^ y A + + ^~¥K- (4-6) 

is implementable iff A±(l) = A±(0) + 2irn± with n± £ N for case a), A + ( l ) = A_(l) + 2irn+ 
and A+(0) = A. (0) -f 2n-n_ for case ß), but iflf both conditions of a) and ß) hold for case 7). 

If VA_ is implementable, we obtain equality between n + - n _ = i(V^) and the Fredholm index 
'(^A.) °f t n e Bogoliubov transformation implementing V\. In our proof we used a deformation 
argument to connect the problem to a shift operator for which the index is easily calculated 
and the winding number known [16]. 

Remarks: We deduce from the above results that, chiral transformations allow to charge the 
vacuum. Similar as in the Schwinger model there exist sectors labelled by two integers. The 
gauge invariant algebra will be represented irredticibly on the various sectors and yields in-
equivalent representations. 

We apply next the criterion for implcmentability of the unitary group of transformations 
V(A mentioned in part three and obtain: 
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Theorem 4: Denote by jf^ the generator of Vt^. The Hilbert-Schmidt norms 
\\P±JAP?\\HS " oc are finite, iff As(±oo) = 0 for Example 1. They are finite iff n+ - n_ = 0 
for Example 2. The generators are given by smeared charges 

0 
<?A = £ [ d*Ai(*) • ^C^—W*) :> (4-7) 

which fulfill the algebra 

J[QA, Q±] = - [ ^(AV(*K(*) - A'_(z)M*)). (4-8) 

Remark: Only the charge, axial charge commutator is nonvanishing and gives the well-known 
^'-Schwinger term. The Fourier coefficients of the current > fulfill a Kac-Moody algebra with a 
central extension term. 

If we apply (3.5) to calculate an effective charge and use the regulirized index formula (3.7) 
we obtain for Example 1 zero for potentials with <f>± £ 0, sign <6+ = sign 0_, 1/2 for potentials 
with the kink-like asymptotics such that </>± ^ 0, but sign </>+ = - sign <f>- and 1/4 for potentials 
vanishing on one side (<f>+ or 0_ equal zero). 

For Example 2 we obtain a continuously varying index depending on one of the parameters 
of the U(2) matrix. We obtained such fractional charges also for a mode; which generalizes the 
kink-potential. 

Example 3: We considered the most general one-dimensional Dirac operator 

\hi>){x) = (ap + ßv(x) + -yw{x))4>(x) = Erl>{x) (4.9) 

on H = L 2(R) ® C 2 where a = <T2, ß = &i, j = iaß - 03 are given by Pauli matrices. 
The spectrum of (4.9) remains invariant if v(x) and w(x) solve two coupled MKdV-equations 
in an additional parameter. We solved the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko equation of the inverse 
scattering problem for reflectionless potentials and obtained [18] 

N 

ßv(x) + 1w(x)= ßm + i[a,K(x,x)}, Ka0(x,x)= £ ^a{x)M-\xf^{x), (4.10) 

where the matrix M(x) is determined as 

M"(x) = *"(*) + ^ dz<t>\(z)4>{(z), <&(*) = Jc] 
Jx I 

\ m + Kj } 

and e2 = m2 - *2. £j denote N energy levels, Cj are normalization constants. 

Remarks: Besides a ftudy of inequivalent representations and implementable gauge transfor
mations we determined the effective charge for the above given JV-soliton potentials. It turns 
out that this charge is given by the sum of individual contributions from one soliton solutions 

1 N 

AQ = - ^ a , , e, = mcosa;, Ki = Tnsina,. (412) 
T i = i 

e~"' x, (4.11) 
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Example 4: We start from two component square integrable wave functions over R and 
treat the free Dirac operator h0 on the domain Z>(/io) = {>'' € H2l(K) ® C2|0(O) = 0} where 
# 2 , , ( R ) denotes the Sobolev space. On P(/*o), /»o has deficiency indices (2,2) and all self-
adjoint extensions are described by 2 x 2 matrices U. In order to simplify we transform h\j to 
hv = OhvO with (Ot^)(i) = V>iU), (0^2)(x) = ^ j ( -x ) and obtain 

hu = ~ o n ^ ( M = {V ' e / f 2 ' , (R \{0} )®C 2 ^ (0 - ) = (7^(0 +)}. (4.13) 
i ax 

Remarks: Since the solution of the "point" interaction problem (4.13) can clearly be obtained 
it was natural to follow the mentioned program of second quantization and we obtained results 
similar to those of Example 2. It is more remarkable that the above model can also be solved 
for time dependent interactions Ut [19,20]. We observe that kyt can be related to h(/=l = h 
through an additional unitary transformation /$: 

~hv, = RthRl, Rt{x) = 0(x)l + 9{-x)Ut. (4.14) 

If we insert (4.14) into i§jtit = »i//,^ w e obtain a differential equation of the type: 

i{-dt f fo)*t(x) = -ie[-x)U}Üt<l>t(x), 9,(x) = Rt(x)M*), (4-15) 

which can be solved explicitly. Transforming back to the original problem yields for the time 
evolution ik = W(Mo)^«o 

!

1 for x < 0 

Vlx for0< x<t~t0 (4.16) 
1 for t - t0 < 0 

which shows that the interaction propagates along the light cone. 
It «s known that static external potentials do not allow to change the vacuum structure. In 

order to obtain supercritical fields one has to deal with time dependent potentials. 
For the above model we have studied the time evolution of generalized charge operators 

Qt(A) = Y{W(t0,t))Q{Af\W{t0,t)) (4.17) 
and obtained 

Theorem 5: We decompose Ut --- etvWut into a U{i) part and a SU{2)ioc part, assume 
<f(t) to be continuous and introduce a winding numbei n{Ut) - (fit) - <p(to))/ir. W(t,to) is 
implementable in the representation Tlp> connected to the operator hyt iff Ut ~ Ut0. n(Ut) 
becomes therefore an integer and the charge difference becomes Qt - Qt0 - n((ft). 

Remarks: For the proof we follow our derivation of the Schwinger term representation. Define 
AM) by 

Y{V)Q{A)f*(V) = Q(VAV^) + A(A). (4.18) 

From the relation between normal ordered and unordered expressions we obtain first that 

f(V)Q{A)r*(V) + Tr 1*AI* = Q(VAV*) + Tr F°_VAVU». (4.19) 
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Comparing (4.18) and (4.19), and using cyclicity under the trace gives 

A{A) = TTPIAP^P^-TTP^AP+P^. (4.20) 

Application to (4.17) yields 

Qt(A) = Q{W(to,t)AWl(t,t0)) + &t(A), A,{A) = Tr F»AP-(t)Pi - Tr P°_AP+{t)P°_. 
(4.21) 

For generators of the form AM = OMO where M denotes a hermitean 2x2 matrix multiplication 
operator explicit calculation gives 

A , M M ) = -» r t 0 P- tr M(x){u}Üt){t - x). (4.22) 
Jo l* 

Separating off the U{1) part and taking the limit M -» 1 proves the assertion. 
We observe that the charge is not conserved if Ut develops a nontrivial winding number. 

Charged vacua can be reached by suitable time-dependent interactions. A similar result is 
obtained for the axial charge if hy, is chiral invariant such that [i&, &•{/,] = 0. 

For this model it is easy to deal with the scattering problem. Introducing Mailer operators 
W±(t) allows to obtain the 5-operator in the form 

S(t) = wUt)W.(t), h±(t) = st- lim W(t,to)e-,h^°-iK (4.23) 
<o-«±oo 

With the help of W± we can introduce incoming and outgoing field operators 

MI) = 0in(wi(o/) = vr'(w+(o/) (4-24) 
which are related by the automorphism 

^ u t ( / ) = W(SHt)f). (4.25) 

Theorem 6: We represent '̂»"(Z) in the in-representation lipo and deduce that the scattering 

operator S(t) is implementable in lipo iff Uoo — £/-<»• Then f(S(*)) exists and maps 

#"«(/) = f t ( 5 ( 0 ) C ( / ) f (5(()), Qout = r*(S)ffn, (4.26) 

where we took t0 = 0 and denoted 5(0) by S. 

Remarks: The mapping from instates to out-states is again given by a Bogoliubov trans
formation. The index of this transfromation equals the charge difference and also the winding 
number m{U) mentioned before. 

For static potentials U is time independent, the vacuum is left invariant, [S,h\ - 0 and no 
particle production occurs. The ionization probability 

J(S) = l - | ( f t ' n , f ( 5 ) n , n ) | 2 (4.27) 

becomes one if m(U) ^ 0, but is continuously varying for special time evolutions. 
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4.2 Affine Kac-Moody Algebras and the Virasoro Algebra 

Quasi-free quantization of fermions is not only important for physics but also for mathematics as 
it provides a means for constructing representations of certain infinite-dimensional Lie algebras 
such as the affine Kac-Moody algebras and the Virasoro algebra. In the following, we discuss 
from a physical point of view some simple fermion models where such representations emerge 
very naturally. 

We consider chiral fermions in (1 + l)-dimensions on compactified space S 1, coupled to an 
external Yang-Mills field A with gauge group G C flfjv(C) of unitary JV X iV-matrices (with 
gls(C) we denote the group of all complex N x N matrices). 

The one-particle Hubert space is h = X 2 (5 l )0 C^ with the Hamiltonian HA - -(-r- ® 1 + 
- ax 

1 ® A[x)) where the gauge field A(x) is a C'°°-funrtion S 1 -* g, g C gl^(C) the Lie algebra of 
G. 

A gauge transformation is given by a C°°-function U : S 1 -• G, x >~* U{x), 
HA h- UHAU~l = Hnu (4.28) 

with Au — UAU~* 4- f /( t / - 1 ) ' , and we denote the group of all sach gauge transformations as 
Map [Sl;G) and do not distinguish U € Map (Sl;G) from the unitary operator 

U:h- h; f{x) ~ U(x)f{x) (4.29) 

representing it on ft. 
Moreover, we consider the group Map (5 1) of all conforma! transformations given by in-

vertible, C°°-functions £ : 5 1 —• S1, x *-* h(x) with a unitary representation £ »-• £ on h 
with 

(&)(*) = ( ^ T * ) f(C\*)) f€h (4.30) 

for all ^ e M a p ( 5 1 ) . 
We are interested in the Lie algebras g resp. Vect (S 1) of the groups Map (Sl;G) resp. 

Map(5 J ) : g is the real Lie algebra of all C°°-functions X : S1 -* g\x *-* A"(z),and Vect (5 1 ) the 
real Lie algebra of all C°°-vector fields l{x) — on 5 1 with the representation £{x)~h >-* £(x)j£, 

Note that for £(z) = x + f£(z) -I- 0(f 2) one obtains 

(*/)(*) = /(*) + « t"(^)~/)(x) + 0(£2). 

For the following, it is more convenient to consider the complexifications of these algebras (which 
we denote by the same symbols): From now on, g can be any complex Lie subalgebra of <7/;v(C), 
and g u the complex Lie algebra of all C°°-maps S 1 -* g, and Vect (5 1) is the complex Lie 
algebra oi all C^-vector fields t(x)£: on 5 1 with I : S 1 -» C. Then a convenient basis for g is 
given by A„ ® A, n G Z, A £ g, with 

(*„€„)(*) = e"inxe„(x) = «„_„(*) Vn, t /6Z (4.32) 
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where e v(x) = ex"x is the canonical basis in tf(Sl). Similarly, we introduce a basis £,, n G Z, 
in Vect (S1): 

Then obviously 

e v(x) = ( 1 / - ~K_„(x) V « / , B € Z . (4.33) 

(A„ ® 4) ' = A_n ® >T Vn e Z, ,4 6 g, t*n=l_n V n € Z, (4.34) 

and it is easy to convince oneselves that the following commutator relations are satisfied: 

[An® A,\m® B} = 
"n+m ®[A,B] (a) 

[/n,*m] = (n - m)tn+m (b) (4.35) 
[4, Am ® 4] = -m .A n + m ® A (c) 

for all n,m €Z, A,B £ <7. 
We then consider the multi-particle function obtained from this by means of quasi-free second 

quantization. One can easily prove that for the grading operators F = sign (#,4) = P+ - P-
and e — sign (Ho) = P+ — P2. (noexternal field) the Hilbert-Schmidt norms (3.20) are finite, i.e. 
that the quasi-free representations Up and Yle of the CAR-algebra A(h) are unitarily equivalent. 

Hence we can construct current algebras (3.53) in the representation Ilf, F — F(A), with 
a Schwinger term S independent of the external field A, and without loss of generality we may 
restrict ourselves to the A = 0-case. 

Similarly easy one can show that the operators An ® A and lm are all in the Op*-algebra 
jrf(/i;£, Ho), hence the currents 

An(A) = df(\n & A; e), Ln = df(/ T O; e) (4.36) 

exist for all n,m 6 Z, A € g on a common, dense, invariant domain in Fork space T(h), and 
their commutator relations on this domain can be deduced from (3.53). With (3.44) and simple 
calculations we obtain for the Schwinger terms 

S(A„ ® A, Am ® B) = tr (AB)n6n-m (a) 

5 ( ^ ) = f f - ^ « n . - * (*) ( 4 - 3 7 ) 

S(ln,\m®A) = 0 (c) 

(tr (•) is the trace of N x JV matrices here) and therefore the following relations follow 

[An( A),/^(B)) = A n + m ( [A, B\) + tr (Afl)n« n,_m (a) 
[Ln, Lm] = (n - m ) X n + m + JV ^ £„,_m (6) (4.38) 

[Ln,Am(A)\- ~n\n+m(A) (c) 

with 
N 

Ln = Ln + Tbn,0. (4.39) 
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Eq. (4.38a) are the relations of the affine Kac-Moody algebra g' associated with the Lie algebra 
g [14,21], and eq. (4.38b) are the relations of the Virasoro algebra Vir with center c = N. (We 
note that we made the shift (4.39) in the definition of the second quantization of the £n's in 
order to get the 2-cocycle N'1j~6nt_m in the conventional form; it obviously deviates from the 
r.h.s. of eq. (4.37b) by a 2-coboundary.) 

Hence we obtained a representation of the semi-direct product g'($a Vir of these Lie algebras. 
This representation is highly reducible. However, one can show that the decomposition of the 
Fock space f(k) into charge sectors .F,(A), q 6 Z (cf. eq. (3.33)) provides the reduction of this 
representation into irreducible components: For q - nN + r,0 < r < N, n £ Z, one can show 
that the vectors [22] 

T n - 1 N 

{{ft)iLi some orthonormal basis in C^) obey 

An(A)illq) = Lu<l{q) = 0 V n > 0 (4.41) 

for all A 6 g, and that the closure of the linear span of vectors of the form 

L?>J...L?>A':jl(Ax)...A':*(At)a (4.42) 

s,t £ N 0 , *i,...i»,ii,..-jj,«i,,...ni,,mj,,...TOy, £ N, At — At € g, which obviously carry 
an irreducible representation of the Lie algebra (4.38), coincides with F^h). Note that 

L0 = j + df(H0;e), (4.43) 

and Aoftq = M?)^» w ' t n 

h(q) = j + N f f u\ + rn = N Q + H i ^ i l ) + r n . ( 4 . 4 4 ) 

5 Adiabatic Time Evolution 

5.1 General Setting 

In quantum mechanics we are mostly dealing with wave functions tp £ "H, although expectation 
valuec depend only on rays {e*01^} £ V(H), which are elements of the projective space 'P(H) 
over H. Although a total phase is unobservable, relative phases can be measured. Let H(R) be 
a Hamiltonian which depends on parameters R. The idea is to let R(t) depend on time and to 
follow a closed loop in parameter space. Starting from an initial wave paket ^>(Ä(0)) we assume 
that we return to the same ray. A relative phase can be picked up through this time evolution, 
which is assumed to be "adiabatic". 

We fix first the parameters and treat the stationary problem: 

H(R)\n(R))=En(R)\n(R}}. (5.1) 

We assume that H(R) has a discrete spectrum and during the motion in parameter space no 
level crossings occur. The assignment {e'an(R)} -•* R for n fixed determine a V{1) line bundle 
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ever parameter space. The parallel transport from initial condition |n(A(0))} is defined so that 
it lies always in the horizontal subspace of the tangent space and is given by 

NU*)) = e x P H / ' <fr£»(Ä(«))]exp[n„(t)]|n(Ä(t))>. (5.2) 
Jo 

The first phase factor is of dynamical origin, if we would put %(f) = 0 we could not take 
into account relative phases between wave functions belonging to different \alues of R. The 
transversality condition leads to 

7n(0 - 'MR(t))\jtn(R(t))) = i(n(R(t))\VRn(R(t)))^. (5-3) 

An = i{n\dn) defines a one-form and Vo</(0 is invariant under gauge transformations. The total 
phase for a curve C is obtained as 

7 f = / A = [ F, F = dA, (5.4) 

where we introduced the curvature two-form F. The main question concerns the nontriviality 
of the Chern class or whether there exists a globally defined d> such that A = d<t>. 

Remarks: \pai does not solve the time dependent equation itj) = Hijj, but results from its 
solution, if one takes the adiabatic limit. This approximation breaks down at level crossings. A 
different phase was introduced by Aharanov and Anandan. We illustrate the above by a simple 

Example: For a spin in a magnetic field Hy± = a • Bi>± - e±ip± c a n easily be solved 

* - i - 1 ! f . * - ( - ^ i- «•»«• <«> n 
Here we are dealing with the [/(l)-monopole bundle over S2 if |fi| is taken to be constant (Hopf 
fibration). The connection one forms calculated from (5.5) become 

A+•=i{i(>+,dil)+) = t0Si-dip, A- = i(V>_,#_) = sin2 -dip, (5.6) 

and the curvature two-form F+ - dA+ = - | sin ddti A d<f = -F- = -dA- implies the occur
rence of nontrivial topological phases. In absolute value they are half the area surrounded by 
the magnetic field vector B(t) on the sphere during a complete turn. 

5.2 Example 2 Revisited 

The Dirac operator on a finite interval with general boundary conditions is solvable for time 
dependent interactions too. We compared the exact solution, for whirl no topological phase 
shows up with the adiabatic time evolution given by 

Ö * ) - «xp(-i / ' ^ ( r ) ] e x p [ * Ä , , ( * ) , Vn + <#.„&.«> - 0. (5.7) 
Jo 

file:///alues
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From the explicit solution of the stationary problem we deduce the independence of <4, from 
the index n and get 

*»'= *(!••*•)* - 1 , u = r ^ e ° , ) T t , (5.8) 

where T is the l/(2)-matrix which diagonalizes U. We next choose special paths on the four-
dimensional (7(2) manifold. 

a) Let T be constant and let us move only on a chart of /f(l) x f/(l) with 0 < fii,ft2 < 2x. 
Calculation of the connection form yields Aj = -^dpi which is closed and no Berry phase 
occurs. 

ß) We vary still only on 1/(1) X (7(1) but wind at least once around one of the U{\) subgroups. 
Since the fundamental group of Si, Üj(Sj) = Z, we jump from the n-th solution to a 
different one, although the Hamiltonian becomes identical to the original one. All levels 
are shifted into each other, but no one comes back to the original one. The notion of a 
phase diffe-ence between different vectors does not make sense. 

7) We assume /i 1 and p2 to be nondegenerate and constant but vary the matrix 7', which we 
parametrize as 

/ cosfe"* e ' ^ s i n f \ 
T = tta [ . (5.9) 

\ - e - ^ - f l s i n f cosfe-W / 
We put Q =•• 0 since A does not depend on it. For ß = 0 one has to avoid the south pole 
0 = ;:, for ß = 4> one has to avoid the north pole 0 = 0 on S 2 . Again the standard charts 
of the Hopf fibration of SU(2) over S2 : S1 = U(l) - SU(2) - S2 is obtained. The Berry 
phase becomes half of the area enclosed by the curve which one surrounds on the sphere. 

Remark: Avoided level crossings as well as apparent level crossings have been discussed too. 
We have extended the above considerations to the free Schrödinger operator on the line 

and treated the most general boundary conditions [26]. The deficiency indices turn out to be 
again (2,2) and all self-adjoint extensions for Ho — -d2/dx2 on Z,2-functions for which V" is in 
W = L2([0, \],dx), tp' is absolutely continuous and V(0) = V(l) = 0 and ^(0) = V'(l) = 0 are 
given by mixed boundary conditions of the form 

*0) \- a z 

4f(\) I ~ \ z b (5.10) 

where a,b,c. denote real parameters and <p 6 [0,2JT). The spectrum is this time determined by 
solutions of transcendental equations. For a - b = 0 a particular simple situation results. The 
curvature two-form for the parallel transport of the n-th level becomes highly nontrivia' 

. 1 -kcotk dzhdz 
d ( w | < f a > = k> (1 + ,*)» ( 5 , 1 1 ) 

where k solver, (1 + zz) cosk — z + z. Close to level crossings (5.11) yields the curvature form 
on S2. 
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5.3 Second Quantization 

We summarize first results from Sectio.. 4.1 concerning the second quantized version of Example 
2 and generalize then to the situation where the Hamiltonian depends on external parameters. 
We compare two representations of the CAR obtained from operators Hxjt and Hy3 and derive 
equivalence iff U\ = Ui [27]- Furthermore, chiral transformations 

VA = ^ e ' A * + i ^ e < A - (5.12) 

turn out to be implementable iff A±(l) = A±(0) + 2irn± with n± G N for case a), A+(l) = 
A_(l)+2ffn+, A +(0) = A_(0)+2irn_ for case b), and both conditions a) and b) have to hold for 
case c). Such models determine obviously certain quantum numbers "by themselves". We note 
that the difference of the integers n + - n„ equals the index of the Bogoliubov transformation 
and is also equal to the winding number of A±. In addition, chiral transformations may charge 
the vacuum. The occurrence of such spctors is due to the fact that II^Ä 1) = Z. Note that there 
is a relationship to the shins of energy levels, ;f we wind around U(l) x U(l) in case 2). In order 
to have existence of generators of one-parameter groups connected to the unit element we have 
to have n± = 0. The Schwinger term in this case has the well-known 8 singularity: 

W A . Q , ] = Jl ^(A'_(*)M*) - A'+(zW(*)). (5-13) 

Fourier coefficients of the currents fulfill a Kac-Moody algebra with central extension term. 
Next we let everything depend on external parameters A. If {#n(A)} denote the set of 

eigenfunctions of the Dirac operator n(A) we get the projection operators 

P+(A) = ] r> n (A) ) (^ (A) | . (5-14) 
n>0 

For explicit calculations we choose a section of the Fock bundle over parameter space A —• #n(A) 
with fixed n and introduce antihermitian operators 

Aj(A) = £|0,<M*)>(<MA)|, j = 1,2,... (5.15) 

which generate infinitesimal transformations from {<f>n(X)} to {4>n{X + eej)}, where e, denotes 
the j-th unit vecioT in parameter space. We note that the connection one-form An and the 
connection two-form Fn of equ. (1.4) can be rewritten in terms of Aj(A) as 

An = i{4>n\hj4>n)d\>, Fn = -t-(4>n\[Aj,\k]4>n)dXjAdXk. (5.16) 

Second quantization yields, as described before, irreducible representations Tlp^x). We assume 
them all to be unitarily equivalent; therefore ||F+(^)A>(A)i,_(A)||;/5 < oo has to be finite and 
all representations can be realized in one Fock space. We assume that h(X) has pure point 
spectrum, that no level crossings occur for our loop and no levels cross the energy zero. At 
level crossings the adiabatic approximation breaks down. If a level goes through zero we have 
to redefine the vacuum. Due to our assumptions, generators Qi(X) = dF(Aj(A)) exist and are 
of the form 

QM) - £ : i>\<!>mW){<t>m\\j<t>nM<t>nW) '-«(A) (5.17) 
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normal ordered with respect to ft(A) such '.hat (ft(A)jQ;(A)Q(A))r = 0. 
We are interested in the geometric phase picked up if fl(A) is transported along a closed 

loop. Consider the line bundle A —• {e,aft(A)} over parameter space and the connection form 
A(A) = i{Sl\dQ)r = i{il\djQ)jrdX' with dj = d/dXj. Since (1 + £Qj(X))Q(X) is an element out 
of the ray fl(A + eej) we deduce for the parallel transport of the vacuum vector 

djQ{\) = (Qj(A)+(n|3jn>^i)n(A). (5.18) 

The c-number contribution in (5.18) can be fixed by taking the scalar product of both sides 
with ft(A). (5.18) allows to express the curvature form F(X) = dA(X) as an expectation value 
of charge commutators 

H*) = -^WiQiMtyrdXi A dXk. (5.19) 

We use next the algebra of currents and obtain the expression of F(X) in terms of the Schwinger 
term [27] 

F{X) = -£S(A,-, Ak)dX3 A dXk (5.20) 

since the Q's are normal ordered with respect to 11(A). 

Example: We return to thr Dirac operator h\ - 7 ^ on the interval and take I = 1 and 
A,(l) = A,(0) to be two multiplication operators. As our model Hamiltonian we tak'j 

h{X) = eA , A >/io<rA*A*, [A,-, Afc] = 0. (5.21) 

The parameter space is here the non-compact space R 2 . Since the multiplication operators 
commute, Fn — 0 for all n and no geometric phases occur in H. According to (5.13) a Schwinger 
term nevertheless shows up 

F= f ^-\k(x)\',(x)dXk A dXl. (5.22) 
Jo 4?r 

As a result we note that a nontrivial phase may be obtained during the transport of 0(A) even 
if no one-particle state requires any phase. We note that everything is well-defined. Due to 
periodic boundary conditions all representations are equivalent. The Hilbert-Schmidt criterion 
is also fulfilled, but A; are not trace class. 

Example: We start again from h\ and do a unitary transformation on two eigenvectors <£i(A = 
0) and <fo(A = 0): 

V(0, V)fc(O) = cos ^ , ( 0 ) - e'" sin | fo(0) 

V(0, <p)MQ) = «'* «n ^ i ( 0 ) + cos ^ ( 0 ) ( 5 , 2 3 ) 

VW,<p)M*) = M0) for n # 1,0 
wheie •&, ^ parametrizes S2 : 0 < d < JT, 0 < 9 < 2ff. The parameter depending Hamiltonian is 
defined as 

h(4,<p) = V(4,<p)hlVt(#,<p). (5.24) 
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Since we mix only two states the generators Aj(d,<p) are represented by 2 X 2 matrices and are 
therefore trace class. A straightforward calculation yields the weil-!:nowii curvature form 

Fi(#,<p)= £ sin tfdd A d<p = -F0{ti,tp) (5.25) 

which is the volume form on 5 s . From (4P) we obtain the curvature form for the Dirac vacuum 
to be F(i?, ip) = - ^ sin tidd A dip, which is just the contribution from <fo 6 P~H. 

Such a relationship is more general [28]: If Aj is a trace class operator we may express 
A(X) = iTr (P_AjP_)dAJ which is the sum over the connection forms for the negative energy 
states in the Dirac sea. Note that Tr P_AjP_ is the finite c-number shift resulting from normal 
ordering Qj. From this A we immediately calculate F = dA and obtain (5.20). 

We may consider » line bundle for an r-particle and s-antipartide state of the form 

v(X) = Bl} (A). ..Blr(\)Dl (A).. . « A ) ß ( A ) (5.26) 

where J3*, and D]\ are creation operators for paiticle and antiparticle modes. v(\) picks up a 
phase 

{v\dv) = {Q\dQ) + £ > m , | d < M - £ > „ J d < ) (5.27) 
1=1 k=l 

which results from adding particle contributions to the vacuum phase but subtracting antipar
ticle contributions. 

We summarize our findings: Transporting the vacuum yields a phase coming from the 
Schwinger term. The relation to one-particle phases is more subtle and depends on the type 
of transformation. If Aj fulfills only the Hilbert-Schmidt criterion no relationship exists. If 
Tr P_AjP_ is finite the resulting phase comes from summing up the negative energy state 
contributions. 

5.4 Parallel Transport of Density Matrices 

We may ask how to transport temperature states or density matrices along loops. In part one 
we mentioned that phases appear when we do the step from projection operators |ti')(V'| to 
wave functions f E fi \ {0}. Similarly we start from density operators p and take a kind of 
"square root" A = pxl'iV with AA^ — p. According to the polar decomposition A is given up to 
a unitary operator U. Since Tr p < oo, 0 < p < 1, A becomes a Hilbert-Schniidt operator and 
the natural scalar product (A,B) - Tr (A^B + B^A) can be used to define a parallel transport. 
We consider the set {px^U\U unitary] as a fibre over p. The set of trace class operators replace 
the parameter space. Changes inside the fibre are given by right-multiplication with unitary 
operators V. Let H be the antihermitean generator of U ^ 1 + H. The parallel transport in the 
case of a pure state is determined by requiring that {rjj\^>) = 0 which means that the changes 
in the bundle 6(i[)en) = i'yip are orthogonal to the changes in the fibre. Similarly we require 
that A is orthogonal to AH for all H in the sense of the scalar product introduced before, 
{A, AH) = Tr (A*AH - HA<A) = 0. We deduce that [29] 

A1 A = A* A and AA* + AA* = p. (5.28) 

The second relation follows since A is projected down to p. We are almost dealing with a principal 
fibre bandle of Hilbert-Schmidt operators over trace class operators with fibre being the unitaries 
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over H. (5.28) was first obtained by Uhlmann [30]. We gave an alternative derivation [9] and 
shall solve (5.28) by "fixing" the gauge and introducing an operator T through the equation 
A-TA with T = f t . From (5.28) we obtain 

pT + Tp = p. (5.29) 

Given p(t) we solve (5.28) for T(t) and obtain from Ä — TA the time evolution for A(t). 
To our opinion it is difficult to imagine a setting where one can measure this anholonomy 

for density matrices. 

Example: We take the most general two-dimensional density matrix 

exp(3aBt) „ , , \ + 5Bt l i t a n h / ? , , „_ p(t) = p+P+ + P-P-= ,JL> *M<)= «— t, P± = 5 (5.30) 
Tr exp(ßaBt) l l 

which we decomposed into pure sta as P± and \Bt\ — 1 is taken for simplicity reasons. Time 
dependence is given by a rotation around the axis n 

aBt = Vt<r-B0Vt\ Vt = e,ht, h=~-, p(t) = Vtp(0)Vt\ (5.31) 

The first step consists in solving (5.29) for T 

T = (aBt^, r = tanh/?. (5.32) 

As for the second step we have to solve 

A(t) = V(t)T(Q)V\t)A(t) (5.33) 

and obtain 
A{t) = V(f)e'( r< 0>- , 'y ' 2(0) (5.34) 

and fir,ally 
U(t) = e < k ' p , / a (0 )e ' ( T ( o , - < f c , p , / ? (0 ) . (5.35) 

We note that U(t) is given by the product of two unitary groups 

710' 2 / "" -* -• / 
(/(0 = exp(t~t)exp(--tffw), ü=ny/\-T'i-rB{n-B){\~\nZT'i). (5.36) 

The analog of the geometric phase is now given by the operator 

U(2t) = «•»n-*»). (5,37) 

We note that the limit for pure states gives 

lim P+(2*)U(2ir) = / > + ( 2 i r ) e x p ( 2 i r i ^ i ^ ) (5.38) 

as it should be. The angle between B and n is given by ir/2 - •&. There are certain loops which 
surround no area, nevertheless a nontrivial U matrix shows up [29]. 
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Appendix A: On *-Algebras of Unbounded Operators 

In the main text, certain *-algebras of unbounded Hilbert space operators show up In this 
appendix, some basic facts about these algebras are summarized. 

Notation: Let h be a separable Hilbert space and C(h) the space of all linear operators on 
h. For A € C{h), D(A) is the domain of A, 

oo 

Dao{A)=(]D(Ak) (A.1) 
k=l 

and 

IT(A) = {f 6 Deo{A)ßt> 0 : £ t\Akf\\ < oo} (A.2) 
k=oK-

is the set of /1-analytical vectors. 
Let 

// = f dEx-\ {A.V 
JR 

be a self-adjoint operator on h in its spectral representation. We introduce the family of pro
jection oper?tors 

/
n+e 

dEx (AA) 
-n-e 

and the set of finite /^-vectors 

D*{H) = {/ € A|3 n < oo : / = En(H)f}. (A.b) 

Note that D^{H) is dense in h, 

Df(H)<Du'(H)<D0O(H), (A.6) 

and D*(H) - h if and only if // is bounded. 
Op*-algebras: For V some dense subspace of h, C.+(V) is the set of all linear operators on 
h which have V as common, dense, invariant domain of definition, i.e., 

C+(V) = {Ae C(h)\D(A) = V < D{A*), A&V < D} (A.7) 

('A^...' stands for ' .4 . . . and A*...'). Obviously, C+('D) is a *-algebra with involution A ->• 
J4

t = A' T T> [31], [32]. An Op*-algebra A on V is a *-subalgebra of £+(2>) containing the 
identity (ibid.). 

The set Of(H) of all operators A £ C+{Df(H)) obeying 

Vn G N 3 ^ < oo : A^En(H) = Eil(H)A^En(H) (AS) 

is obviously an Op*-algebra D^{Il) for any self-adjoint operator H on h. 
Let 0'-"(/f) be the subset of 0*{H) containing all operators A satisfying 

(») 3a<oo:||i4<*>£„(ff)||<07i 

(ii) 3K. < oo : A^Bn(H) = En+K(H)A^En{H) Vn e N 
(4.9) 
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(jj • j| is the operator norm; note that due to the closed graph theoreip, A G C[h) defines an 
operator in C+{Df(II) iff A^En(H) is bounded for all n 6 N). It is easily seen that 0"{H) is 
an Op*-algebra on D^(H), and that 0#(H) for # = / and w are locally convex vector spaces 
with a topology 77/ given by the family of seminorms 

\\A\\n = \\EnAEn\\ V « 6 N , ^ e O * ( n (A.10) 

An operator A € 0"(H) has the following properties: 

(i) it can be extended to an operator in C+(D°°(H)) 

(ii) Df(II) is a set of yl-analytical vectors. 

Hence (by Nelson's analytical vector theorem [5]) all symmetric operators in 0"{H) are essen
tially self-adjoint, and - more generally [32] -

Ät = ,r vAeö u (/f) {AM) 

(the bar denotes closure here). For proof and a more detailed discussion of these statements we 
refer to [33]. 

In the main text we use freely the same symbol for a linear operator defined on some dense 
subspace of a Hubert space h and (for a given self-adjoint operator on h) its extension in O^(H) 
or 0"{H) (if it exists). Moreover, we do not distinguish between an operator in 0"(//) and its 
closure. Especially, we write A^ — A* for A £ 0"(H). 
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